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^Transmit the following in 
^1:

Via A-HuTialt' '■- ~2

llj U 8U 0 8 Ky'i!s?6U 0 (iffp'e>in plain text or code) 
W-■ 7

TO:

FROM

DUCTOR. FBI

2/14/64

(Priority or Method, of Mailing)
REGISTERED pK

Date:

s

SAC, MARK (.105-15436)

SUBJECT: JOE (LiW) 
IS - CUBA

.. . NEUTRALITY MATTERS

Re HpvTark a^r^el^to the Bureau with, enclosures 
1/2/64, _Newark letter to the Bureau with enclosures
2/10/64n and report of SA ROBERT JAMES DVYSR at Miami 
1/9/64 captioned, “ANTI-FIDEL CASTRO ACTIVITIES, IS -/

Enclosed herewith are . 12 . copies of a letterhead 
memorandum dated and captioned as above for dissemination. 
A copy is also being furnished for information to Sap Juan 
because of their interst in the activities of JURE. A copy 
of the letterhead memorandum is also being furnished locally 
to Customs.Zc

dated 
dated 
dated

/ NK T—1 is JQRGINA ABICK, 114 Clifton Place, Jar sey 
City, Nev; Jersey, (nurses residence Jersey City Medical 
Center) (by request). Jfc/

^NK T-2 is CSiffi 1741-S.

For the information of Miami, rMerbnced Newark 
communication dated 2/10/64 rev p^Qllowing:.^p^noo .1 §

j NK 2301-C-TE (protectT who tia furnished reliable f q 
infomation in the past, advised on 1/27/64 t^at ^02 (LNU)was g
)XeNCL03UEE

@- Bureau (KM) (anc.l2) b-- tot ■ • -ik .oca
, 3 - Mani (Sue. 3) (RM) £FB “A984

(1 - JURE) (105-6661 .JP-zf'/O
1 - San Juan (105-6242) (JURE) (line. 1) (InfoFlKM)

-—3.,,-a Newark-53% fc.'Sf’Nl - 105-14827) (JI®

^(10 ) S^e^al Agent in henge

SSM4'

Sent
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NK 105-15436 

recently contacted to determine what his intentions were about
the purchase of arras. JOS remarked that ’’they” had made 
other arrangements.^

On 2/3/64 LUCAS BURGES, PSI, (protect) who has 
furnished reliable information in the past,advised that DIEGO 
ABICII of Elizabeth, Nev/ Jersey, is a refugee who works hard 
for the overthrow of the CASTRO Regime. ABICII has collected
money for 
an officer

JURE although he is not a formal member of JURE or
•w)
DIEGO ABRAEA1I ABICII CIIAVAN is believed identical with 

JOE (LNU).A.
On 2/10/64 JORGIKA ABICH (designated NK T-l in enclosed 

tetterhead Memorandum) telephonically contacted the Newark 
Office and advised that she is very concerned over the 
activities of her brother DIEGO A BIC II and wished to furnish 
information regarding his activities. He

On 2/12/64 JORGINA ABICH stated she is very concerned 
over the activities of her brother because their parents reside \ 

Ai Santiago de Cuba and are planning an imminent trip to Spain as/ 
refugees and already have their tickets. Els actions she is ! 
afraid, will Jeopardise their parents position in Cuba.

She also stated that she is concerned that DIEGO 
might find out that she has furnished information concerning 
his activities. Also her sister has recently called CISNEROS, 
about their parents1 problems and her concern about DIEGO*s 
activities. Xu

She also requested that in any interview of members 
of JURE in Maui that her brother’s name not be mentioned as 
he would eventually find out about it and would suspect that 
she furnished the information or else JURE officials would 
suspect he was an informant.2L

Referenced Mami report reveals that in December of 
1963 RAY was interested in obtaining 500 to 1,000 pounds of 
C-4 explosives and had funds available for the purchase. Zu

From, information available it appears probable that 
JURxi has plans for an imminent raid on Cuba and that ABICE 
had attempted to secure arms and explosives for JURE although 
he appears to have abandoned this attempt stating they had 
made other arrangements. Zu
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